Abstact : Let I be a 2-dimensional polygonal rigid object (with m edges) moving amidst polygonal obstacles E (with n edges). We present an algorithm which first compute the exact description of free space (a 3-dimensional curved object) i-e the set of placements where I does not touch E . The algorithm then uses this exact description to find a continuous motion connecting two free differents placements of I , or to establish that no such motion exists. The exact description of free space is computed in time O(m3n310g(mn)) and a motion in contact can be find in time O(m3n3). In case where we need to find a motion which keeps I out of the obstacles when possible, our algorithm computes a volumic decomposition of free space in time O(m6n6a(mn)log(mn)) and such a motion is computed in time O(m6n6a(mn)).
Introduction
We investigate here the problem of planning a motion for a 2-dimensional polygonal rigid object I (with m edges) moving amidst polygonal obstacles E (with n edges). More specifically, given two placements of I (i.e. positions and orientations), Iinir and Icnd, we want either to find a continuous motion connecting I,,,, and Iend during which I avoids collision with E , or else establish that no such motion exists.
This problem has been attacked from different points of view in the literature. The only implemented solutions use heuristic approaches either by approximating the set of free placements, also called free space (i.e. for which I does not intersect E ) [6] or by constraining the motion of I to be a sequence of pure translational or pure rotational movements [4] . The first exact solution to the problem is due to Schwartz and Sharir [lo] . The complexity of their algorithm is O(n5) (rn is considered fixed) in the case that I is a line segment (a ladder). This algorithm is rather involved and several technical delicate issues are ignored. bcently, Kedem and Sharir [7] improved on this result in the case that I is convex. The complexity of their algorithm is O(mnX(mn) log mn), where X(q) is an almost linear function of q. The improvement is obtained by only computing a judicious subset of the set of free configurations, namely a set of edges on its boundary. This is sufficient to find a path if one exists but the computed path may be very unsatisfactory in practice since, during the motion, I keeps at least two points in contact with E .
In this paper, we propose a rather simple method to handle the general case where both I and E may be non convex and even not connected. Our algorithm first computes the exact description of free space ( a three-dimensional curved object) in O(m3n3 log mn) time. This is close to optimal in the worst-case since the boundary of free space may consist of R(m3n3) faces. However, in most practical situations, the number of faces of free space is much smaller and our algorithm will run much faster. This complete description of free space allows to find various motions according t o the application at hand. We can simply find a motion if one exists in O(m3n310gmn) time, thus substancially improving Schwartz and Sharir algorithm but also, we can constrain the movements of I . For example, we can ask for I is expected to remain of the same order. Moreover, instead of simply searching an (arbitrary) motion, pseudo-optimal motions can be searched without increasing the complexity of our method.
Computing free-space
Given are two polygonal regions E and I , with n and m edges respectively. We want to find the subset F P of RZ x [0,2n[ consisting of all free placements (U, 0) satisfying T g o & ( I ) n E = 0. T g denotes translation by vector ti, Rs denotes rotation with center at the origin and angle 8. In fact, we will compute a larger subset P ( I , E ) consisting of all placements such that the boundaries of I and E (denoted respectively a I and a E ) do not intersect. It will appear that it is straightforward t o deduce FP from P ( I , E ) .
Generalities
Let I l , . . ' , I , be the vertices of I and il = [ I l , Iz], ". , i, = [I,,,, I11 its edges. Similary E l , . . ' , E, and e l , ' . . , e , denote the vertices and the edges of E. Both I and E are defined in a reference frame Ro = (0, z, y) and we will identify, in the sequel, vector U' and the point A4 satisfying onl = ti.
We call a vertez-edge contact between I and E any pair ( I l , e , ) .
Similarly, we define an edge-vertez contact to be any pair (ir, Ed).
We define the contact-region R(Il,e,) (resp. R(i1, E.)) associated to a contact ( I I , ed) (resp. (ir, E,)) to be the closure of the set of (C, 0) satisfying :
1. Tg 0 Is(11) E e, (resp. E, E Ta 0 Re(ir)) 2 . Vj, k T g o R.g(ij) n el: = 0 A contact C is said t o be a free contact iff R ( C ) # 0 (see Fig. 1 ).
A placement ( t i , 0 ) belongs to 8 P ( I , E ) iff there exists a contact C such that (;,e) E R ( C ) Thus we have : B P ( I , E ) = uc R(C) for all free contacts C .
Polygon placement under translation and rotation
In order to find a P ( I , E ) we have to compute R ( C ) for any free contact C . For symmetry reasons, we restrict our study to the case of vertexedge contacts.
Let C = ( J , f) be a contact (f = [A, B]). For any fixed orientation 8 computing R ( C ) is reduced to finding all vectors U' such that :
The set of vectors tisatisfying Condition 1 consists of edge f translated by vector a. In order to describe R(C), we need first to compute functions X3k(0) and pjk(0). [T, SI.
As X(0) is smaller than p(0) we have : [T, It is easy t o see that O(C) can be decomposed into a finite set of non intersecting regions, which are limited by some functions A,k (O) and pjk(6'). Let Q be one of these regions and let [ a , P ] be the range of 8 in Q.
Consider now the finite ordered set {ao = a,. . . ,a1 = P } of orientations corresponding either to an end point of a sub-interval where the functions Xjr(8) and pjk(8) defining 4 have a constant analytic form, or to the orientation of an intersection point between two such functions.
Let us define the sub-region 4, = {(e,() 6 Q / 8 E [a,,ai+~] (see Fig. 7 ).
There are L such sub-regions whase interiors do not intersect and whose union is exactly Q. Instead of working with line segments as in [8], we must deal with pieces of monotones curves. Two points must be outlined. First, two curves may intersect in two points; thus, when the sweeping line stops at a point belonging to two curves, say yl and 7 2 , we may have to compute the additional intersection 71 n 7 2 . The second point is that we are able to compute intersections between two such curves. Indeed, due to Proposition 2, this problem reduces to the computation of the intersection between a line and a circle or to the intersection between a circle and a general conic. Both computations can be done in constant time [3] .
This implies that the complexity of our algorithm is the same as the complexity of the one described in [8]. Because we have at most O(mn) curves, we achieve the proof.
0
It is to be noticed that t is the number of (not necessarly free) contacts involving C where I touches E in three points. Such a contact is called a %contact.
d e ) .
Proposition 3 holds also for edge-vertex contact
Computation of P ( I , E )
In Section 2.4.1, we have considered one contact C = (J,f) and assumed that J was the origin of the reference frame. In order to compute P ( I , E ) , we need to compute R(C) in a frame 720 = (O,z,y) which is independent of C.
We notice that the functions 48) and p ( 8 ) are invariant by any translation of I . They only depend on the orientation 8 of I . The same is also true for @(C).
The one-tc-one correspondence F introduced in section 2.4.1 now becomes Fa defined by :
Thus each face of R(C) (expressed in 720) can be computed from O(C) using the Fo one-tc-one correspondence.
We outlined the algorithm computing P ( I , E ) : the main data structures are FACES, a set of faces, EDGES a set of edges. Each edge E of EDGES has a pointer to a face of FACES referred as e.face.
algorithm T-R-P (placement by translation and rotation)
begin F A C E S + 0;
for each contact C /* R(C) is made of k faces { F l , . . . , Fb} */ /*aF, is made of two curved edges pil, ' . , and two edges ria, . ' , ria ; */ /*each curved edge r, has a label li corresponding to the double contact involved*/ /*EDGES is an array indexed by the labels of the curved edges; each element of EDGES points towards a curved edge ri and to a list of two faces, the two faces sharing ri*/ for i=l to k compute R(C) as a graph of faces, two faces beeing adjacent if they share a common edge; for j=1 to 2
F A C E S +-FACES U F,

EDGES(l,).edge + r j ; EDGES(!,). faces + EDGES(!,)
.faces U Fi; endfor endfor endfor extract from EDGES the complete adjacency relationships between faces of a P ( I , E ) end Proposition 4 The time complezity of algorithm T-R-P zs O(m3n5 log mn). where T = C c t is at most three times the number of 3-contacts. As T = O(m3n3 log mn) this yields the O(m3n3 log mn) in the worst case.
Proof:
There are O(m3n3) elements in EDGES, thus the adjacency relationships between faces can be obtained in time proportional to their number which is O(m3n3). This achieves the proof. Notice that a P ( I , E ) may have Q(m3n3) faces in the worst case; thus our algorithm is close to optimal. However, in most practical situations its actual complexity is much smaller.
As in Section 2.3, notice that, when E and I are connected, the result of the algorithm is the set of all placements inside E (or containing E ) and the set of all placements outside E . Fig. 8 ). Thus we can deduce the set of free placements F P from P ( I , E ) (see Fig. 9 ).
Computing a free path
We deal now with two placements of I , namely P,,it = (xinit, Knit, 8init) and Pend = (Xend, Yendl 8end) both inside F P and we assume that the complement of E is a bounded polygonal region.
The connected components of E are considered as obstacles and we want to find a continuous obstacles avoiding motion of I between Pinit and Pend. This can be done by searching a curve inside F P joining P,,it and Pend. Such a curve is called a free path from Pinit to Pcnd (see Fig. 10 ).
Motion in contact
In the previous section, we have presented an algorithm to compute a surfacic representation of F P which is a connectivity graph FG whose nodes are the faces composing the boundary of F P and whose edges connect adjacent faces. This graph is sufficient to find a path if one exists. We call a motion of I along such a path a notion in contact. Indeed, such a motion can be decomposed in parts of two types : sequences of translations and motions following curves on the boundary of F P yielding motions where I is always in contact with E.
In order to find a motion in contact, we have to know how t o go from face to face, while remaining on the boundary of F P .
This can be done by choosing for each adjacency relation between two faces f1 and f 2 a point Pln belonging to the two faces. If f l and f 2 are adjacent by a segment, P12 is simply the middle of the segment (see Fig. 1l .a). If they are adjacent by a piece of curve ranging from 81 to 82 , P12 is the point on this curve corresponding to (see Fig. 1l.b) . Then if f l is adjacent to f 2 which in turn is adjacent to f3, going from f l to f3 through fi is simply done by tracing a curve on fz from PIZ to p23. We note r123 such a curve. It remains to compute r 1 2 3 . This problem is an instance of the problem o f computing a curve r inside a face f from a point A to a point B both in f . As f is a ruled surface swept by a line segment P (8) ,& (8) , A (resp. B ) is completely defined by an orientation BA (resp. 06) and a real CYA (resp. a g ) such that P(OA)A = CYAP(8a)&(8A) (resp. P(8s)B = agP(8g)&(8e)).
We can defined r as P _ _ * -(see Fig. 12) We briefly describe the computation of a motion in contact: The same is done for Pen4 yielding a final graph FG'. As before it is easy to go from face to face in that graph. Indeed, the curves we have to add are edges in FP,,,,, and FP,,,, for the adjacency between triangular faces (the correspondant motion is a translation). We still call ri-lii+l the curve corresponding to a path from fi-1 to fi+l through f,. Remark: In time O(m3n3) we can associate to each curve ri,r its length. Thus in step 2, we can search a sequence of faces which minimise the total length of the path in time O(m3n3 logmn). Notice that such a path is not a truly optimal path. Nevertheless, it is a reasonable one.
Cellular decomposition of PP
A motion in contact is useful only in applications for which I has to keep contact with E during the motion. But in many cases, we wish to compute a free path which keeps I out of the obstacles when possible. Such a path has to lie strictly inside FP. To find such a path, we must compute a volumetric representation of F P mstead of a surfacic one. Moreover, a volumetric representation allows to find short paths inside F P .
This volumetric representation is given by a connectivity graph Thus a FP-prism has two planar triangular faces and three curved ruled faces (see Fig. 14) .
The main idea consists in propagating a triangulation of FPo inside F P , in such a way that as soon as a triangle "changes" the corresponding FP-prism is returned. The adjacency relationship between FP-prisms is computed during the process. More precisely, the graph F V G is computed by a "space-sweep" algorithm. The event point schedule X is initialised by the list VO, VI, ... of vertices of F P , sorted by lexicografic order on 8,z, y (these events are called of type 1). The sweep plane status consists of a list 7 of triangulations of polygonal regions. The list 7 is initialised for Vo by a triangulation of the connected component of FPo containing VO.
At each stop VO, VI, .., new events (of type 2) which are not vertices of F P might be dynamically inserted in X . These events correspond to orientation 8 a t which one of the triangles of the current triangulation considered becomes flat. It is clear that for such an orientation, the current triangulation has to be updated. This ensures that between two sucesive events el and e 2 associated to the same component P, the triangulation of P computed at e l remains correct until ea.
Moreover, at each stop, 7 is updated, new FP-prism are defined and FVG is maintened.
To find a free motion, we have to know how b go from one F Pprism to another F P -prism, while remaining in F P .
This can be done by choosing for each adjacency relation between two F P -prism prl and prz a point Plz belonging to both FP-prism.
If p r l and prz are adjacent by a triangular face, P12 is simply the isobarycenter of the triangular face (see Fig. 15 a) . If they are adjacent by a curved ruled face parametrised by 0 in [6'1,02] and p in [0,1], PIZ is the point on this face corresponding to 9 and 4 (see Fig.15 b) .
Then if p r l is adjacent to prz which in turn is adjacent to pr3, going from p r l to pr3 through prz is simply done by tracing a curve in prz from PI2 to Pz3. ae, PB) such that P ( B A ) A = a A P ( e A ) & ( e A ) + P A P ( B A ) R ( B A ) (resP.
I --
(see Fig. 16 ) We briefly describe the computation of a motion :
1. Search a sequence S of FP-prisms of F P p r l , . . . ,prk such that enit (resp. Pend) belongs to p q (resp. p r t ) , pri is adjacent to
Compute L i t (resp. rend) the curve joining point Pinit and point P1z of p r l (resp. point Pend and point P k -1~ of p r r ) . This gives the announced bound. This bound is very pessimistic, and we hope that a more precise analysis will yield a better result. Indeed, the number of events of type 2 associated to a type 1 event is here bounded by the number of triangles one can make by combining three points in a set of O(mn)a(mn) points. One can think that this bound can be decreased. In another hand, at each type 1 stop, we think that only a few FP-prisms have to be updated.
It is possible to show that the number M of edges in F V G is also O(rn6n6a(mn)). The proof is omited in this extended abstact. This gives us the following proposition.
[51.
Proposition 6
The complexity of the search of a path tn the F V G IS O(m6n6a(mn)) and the compleztty of the search of a shortest path as O(m6n6a( mn) log( mn)).
Remark:
The length of the curves traversing the FP-prisms can be used as a criterion if a shortest path is needed. Using a classical A* algorithm, the straight line t o the goal can be used as an admissible heuristic function.
Conclusion
We have presented a general and simple algorithm which computes the set F P of all free configurations for a polygonal object I (with m edges) which is free to translate and/or t o rotate but not to intersect another polygonal object E. The worst-case time complexity of our algorithm is O(m3n310gmn) which is close to optimal. F P is a three-dimensional curved object which can be used to find free motions within the same time bounds. Two types of motions have been studied in some detail. Motion in contact, where I remains in contact with E, is performed by moving along the faces of the boundary of FP. On the other hand, by partitioning F P into prisms, we have been able to compute motions where I never makes contact with E.
In this case, the theoretical complexity has been shown not to exceed O(m6n6a(mn)) but it is expected to be much smaller in practice. In both cases, pseudo-optimal motions can be obtained with a complexity increased by a factor log mn.
The algorithm is currently being implemented and experimental results will be available at the time of the conference. 
